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This week, I presented a Back the Blue Award to a brave Orlando firefighter who saved the life
of a Seminole County Deputy.

Orlando Fire Department Lieutenant Ben Wootson was off-duty and driving his son to soccer
practice on a Saturday morning in March, when he saw that a Seminole County Sheriff’s Office
patrol car hit an overpass bridge.

Without hesitation, Lt. Wootson sprinted toward the car and managed to drag Deputy Matthew
Luxon out just seconds before the vehicle was engulfed in flames. If not for Lt. Wootson’s heroic
actions that day, the story might have taken a tragic turn.

Firefighters are among the bravest public servants in our state, and just like our law enforcement
heroes, they face dangerous conditions to keep others safe.

I started the Back the Blue Award to honor heroes like Lt. Wootson, and I’m pleased that he is
the first firefighter to receive this recognition. If you would like to nominate someone for a Back
the Blue Award or need more information about the campaign, click here.

By supporting Floridians who back the blue, we are creating an atmosphere of gratitude for our
law enforcement heroes and building a Stronger, Safer Florida.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VUjzbNUDWDk
https://www.myfloridalegal.com/home-page/back-the-blue
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Firefighter honored for saving Seminole County deputy's life in fiery crash, WFTV 9 Orlando
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Orlando firefighter honored after pulling deputy out of burning car, WESH 2 Orlando
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'Hero saving a hero:' Orlando firefighter honored for rescuing deputy from fiery crash, ClickOrlando.com
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'Blatant hypocrisy': AG Moody says Chase Bank discriminates against conservatives, WFLA News Channel
8 Tampa
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Moody demands Chase stop 'discriminating': 'It is blatant hypocrisy', Florida's Voice
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'Shut it down:' 2 arrested in $3.5M Florida Medicaid fraud-ring crackdown, ClickOrlando.com
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https://www.wftv.com/news/local/seminole-county-deputy-honored-saving-firefighters-life-fiery-crash/64JKN4JDOFAR7JXSN3HD5K6RC4/
https://www.wesh.com/article/orlando-firefighter-honored-saves-deputy/43797819
https://www.clickorlando.com/news/local/2023/05/04/orlando-firefighter-to-be-honored-for-rescuing-seminole-deputy-from-fiery-crash
https://www.wfla.com/news/florida/blatant-hypocrisy-ag-moody-says-chase-bank-discriminates-against-conservatives
https://flvoicenews.com/moody-demands-chase-stop-discriminating-it-is-blatant-hypocrisy
https://www.clickorlando.com/news/florida/2023/05/03/shut-it-down-2-arrested-in-35m-florida-medicaid-fraud-ring-crackdown/

